Abstract-A hybrid algorithm which combines multi-point movement, pixel movement and run-length technique is proposed in order to improve the speed of raster converion for circle arc. In the algorithm, the 1/8 circle arc is divided into 4 adjacent regions according to different raster circle pattern, and the method of 4-point movement and runlength I/O, double-point movement and run-length I/O, mixed 2-point and 3-point movement, 2-point movement along diagonal direction are adopted corresponding to different regions respectively. Different strategy is suitable for the feature of pixel pattern in every region. So the calculation numbers of each step is greatly reduced, and I/O operation numbers is decreased also by the use of runlength output. The experiment result shows that the efficiencies are increased 80% and 62% respectively comparing with the classic single-point algorithm and typical double-point algorithm. Compared with the existing run-length algorithm, the derivation of our algorithm is simple, and is made up of basic operations, so it is apt to be implemented by use of hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the important role of the basic graphic elements in computer graphics system, the generation algorithms for them have received wide attentions. So far, line generation algorithms have been studied deeply and the Bresenham Algorithm, the Middle-Point Algorithm proposed by Foley, double-point algorithm, run-length algorithm and multi-level run-length algorithm have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, a process of raster conversion for curve is complex because of its non-linear feature. As a result, fast algorithms are also rare besides the Bresenham Algorithm [8] and the Middle-Point Algorithm [9] . For fast generating circle arc, double-point algorithms and runlength algorithms were presented in [10] to [15] , in which a double-point algorithm was that it draws two pixels in each loop operation, and a run-length algorithm was that it calculates directly the lengths of segments composing the raster circle arc and outputs those run-lengths in one time. Wu & Rokne [10] proposed a double-point generation algorithm for circle arc. In this algorithm raster pixels were divided into 4 regional patterns, the midpoint between the points (x+2, y) and (x+2, y- 1) , and that between the points (x+2, y-1) and (x+2, y-2) after the current point (x, y) were employed to compare with the really position of circle arc and make sure whether subsequent two points may be drawn directly. Since the calculation of intermediate point was eliminated, the efficiency of the algorithm was enhanced. However, because the pattern 2 and pattern 3 can not be distinguished, it leaded to wrong pixels selection. Based on the midpoint technique, Liu [11] redefined the decisionparameters in the midpoint between the two points (x+2, y) and (x+2, y-1) after the current point (x, y). Afterwards, he selected one of the relative four patterns by detecting the relationship between decision-parameters and the positions of three midpoints closer to current point. 3~4 times operations were only consumed for plotting one pixel and the efficiency of raster conversion was improved.
The representative run-length algorithms came from the work of Hsu [12] and Yao [13] . Hsu, Chow and Liu proposed an algorithm of scan-conversion for circle arc based on horizontal segments. We call it HCL Algorithm below. The algorithm was based on the following facts: The discrete loci of the second octant circle (from 45º to 90º) was composed of a series of horizontal segments which were made up adjacent pixels whose y-values were the same. This algorithm found out these horizontal segments and drawn them with the line drawing command. But, to a large number of horizontal segments with only a few pixels, the HCL Algorithm still adopted the line drawing command to draw them. Besides, the algorithm needed to adopt a square root operation to initialize decision-parameter, thus it's drawing speed was not very fast as a whole. Yao presented a hybrid approach for scan-conversion of circles [13] . This algorithm divided the second octant circle arc into three regions in which different calculation strategies as four-point movement, double-point movement and single-point movement were adopted for different regions respectively. For the first two regions, the run-lengths were calculated and were outputted by use of line drawing command, while for the last region the algorithm calculated every single pixel and plotted them. Due to the reduction of the number of I/O operations and the number of basic calculation operations, the efficiency of scan conversion were improved. However, this algorithm done not accumulate the decision-parameters, only calculated the run-lengths while multiple-point movement occurs. Therefore, once square operation and multiplication operation must be invoked to calculate the initial value of decisionparameters before entering the later 1/16 circle arc. This influenced the efficiency of the algorithm to a certain extent and increased the complexity. In paper [15] , we proposed an algorithm controlled by decision-parameters directly but with a strategy of double-point movement. This algorithm can be derived in a simple manner. However, its efficiency is more higher than that of singlepoint algorithms.
While aiming at improving the efficiency of algorithm, run-length algorithm is a development direction, this is partially because that the word pattern of hardware equipment can be utilized to reduce effectively output frequency and time. However it is difficult to calculate all lengths of run-lengths directly because of continues variation of the slope of tangent at curve. By analyzing the raster circle arcs, we know that the numbers of runlengths whose length is larger than 4 accounts for only 35% in the second octant arc, and that of run-lengths whose length are between 2 or 3 accounts for 28%. Thus different regions should be calculated by different strategies. Based on the statistics for raster circle arcs, this paper aims at dividing a octant circle into 4 regions according to the difference between the lengths of horizontal segments. For the first three regions, we move with a four-point or double-point manner for suitable times according to the features of loci pattern at first, then convert the movement manner into single-point movement manner immediately to plot rest pixels. By this means, not only the advantage of the run-length algorithm is reserved, but also the number of calculation is reduced effectively.
II. DIVISION OF THE RASTER CIRCLE ARC
Here we only discuss the standard circles which are centered at original point of the coordinate system. Other circles can be gained by coordinate transformation. Because of the symmetry of circle, not loss of generality, we need only to discuss the second octant circle arc. Assume that the radius r of the circle is an integer.
Some basic properties about circle were argued in paper [13] and paper [14] . The results of theorem 1 and theorem 2 are given here. The proof of above theorems may be shown in paper [13] and paper [14] .
Theorem 3. For the raster conversion for second 1/8, let L i and L j be the horizontal run-lengths of the circle arc respectively. If the maximum of horizontal coordinate of L i is less than the minimum of horizontal coordinate of L j , the length l i and l j of L i and L j satisfy l j <l i +2.
Proof. Assuming that the length of the horizontal runlength L i is n, and the X-coordinates of these points are 
Obviously, there is For the run-length L j , Let
Similarly, for any k and j, 0kn, 1jm, there is
Since the |f'(x)| is monotonic increasing and
is met in the second 1/8 circle arc, we have
It is in contradiction with Based on the theorem 3, the following result may be obtained.
Inference 2. While the second 1/8 circle arc is raster converted, there will not be a horizontal run-length whose length is more than 4 after the first horizontal run-length whose length is 3 appears. Similarly, there will not be a horizontal run-length whose length is more than 3 after the first horizontal run-length whose length is 2 appears.
According to theorem 1 and theorem 2, the circle arc is divided into two parts C 1 and C 2 , and the division point satisfies |f'(x)|0.5. Region C 1 is only composed of the run-lengths whose length are not less than 2, and Region C 2 is only composed of the run-lengths of whose length are not more than 2. According to theorem 3 and inference 2, Region C 1 is further divided into 3 parts D 1 , D 2 and D 3 at clockwise direction. The three Regions are composed of the run-lengths whose length are more than 4, that are 3 or 4, and that are 2 or 3 respectively, shown in Fig. 2 .
While the algorithm is constructed, the region transition method is, if the first horizontal run-length whose length is less than 4 appears, the drawing of Region D 1 stops and we should enter Region D 2 . Further, if the first horizontal run-length whose length is less than 3 appears, the drawing of Region D 2 stops and we should enter Region D 3.
Ⅲ. CACULATION OF RUN-LENGTH
Fast calculation for length of run-length may be achieved in two ways. The first one is to iterate according to analysis for the equation of circle. The second one is to detect decision-parameter directly. The shortage of the former can not accumulate decision-parameter. Once different methods needs to be applied region C 1 and C 2 , before the algorithm enters region C 2 , the accumulation error must be calculated at once by using of several times multiplication operations. Therefore, in this paper, the strategies of four-point movement and double-point movement are adopted controlled by decision-parameter respectively for the above regions. The technique of single-point movement is applied for the rest pixels of a run-length which number is less than 4 or 2. The calculations of the run-length are finished completely.
A. The Length Calculation of Run-Length for Region D 1
Shown in Fig. 3 . Let P 0 be the point before the first point of a new run-length. If the next run-length steps in four-point movement manner, the algorithm will arrive at the point P 4 after moving four points. The decisionparameter is updated as follows D=D+2x 0 +3+2x 1 +3+2x 2 +3+2x 3 +3 =D+8x 0 +24 =D+8x 3 .
Let t=8x 3 , d=-D, x0=x 1 . The algorithm should be implemented according to a progress below.
(1) At the first time, we detect whether the length of run-length is more than 4. If the condition is true, the iteration below will be executed. Repeat in the sing-point movement manner for the rest pixels whose number is less than 4. t = t + 32; x = x + 4; } Otherwise, go to (4). (2) Continue to execute iteration operation with fourpoint movement manner for the rest part of the run-length.
while(d>t)
Let N=-3-2x. If d>t-N, number of the rest pixels is 4, thus we may move four points forwards at once, and the decision-parameter should be updated as follows
Otherwise, a loop with single-point movement manner should be executed for the rest part.
while(d>0)
x++; } The length calculation for run-length is finished, and the segment should be drawn. After this, go to (1).
(
4) If d-t>-3-2x
, it shows that the length of the runlength is 4, and the segment can be drawn directly. Then go to (1) . Otherwise, it shows that the length of the runlength is less than 4, and the drawing process of Region D 1 is finished. 2 All lengths of run-lengths in Region D 2 are only 3 or 4, shown in Fig. 4 . The calculation process in this region is similar to that in Region D 1 , but only double-point movement is done first at once, and the decisionparameter should be updated as: D=D + 2(x 0 -y 0 ) + 5 + 2x 1 + 3 =D + 4x 0 -2y 0 + 10 =D + 4x 2 -2y 1 .
B. The length calculation of run-Length for Region D
The iteration calculation and drawing process are described as follows:
(1) A double-step movement is executed.
If D0, it shows that the length of the run-length is 2 (Referring to Fig. 4(b) ), and the drawing process of Region D 2 is finished. Otherwise, stepping forwards one point and updating decision-parameter as:
If D<0, it shows that the run-length is composed of 4 pixels (Referring to Fig. 4(a) ). In the case the algorithm continues to step one point forwards.
Otherwise, this shows that the run-length has 3 pixels, thus the segment should be drawn directly. After this, go to (1). 3 All lengths of run-lengths in Region D 3 are only 2 or 3. Before iteration is executed, operation of double-point movement should be executed at once, and the process will arrive at the point (x 1 , y 0 ), shown in Fig. 5 .
C. The Length Calculation of Run-Length for Region D
When the condition 2x<y is satisfied, the loop process is executed as follows.
(1) The decision-parameter D is detected. If D<0, the raster pattern is what illustrated with Fig. 5(a) .
Sing-point movement is executed, and point (x 2 ,y 0 ) is selected. The current run-length is finished.
The operation enter next run-length, and the point (x 3 ,y 1 ) and point (x 4 ,y 1 ) are selected.
(2) If D0 is satisfied, the raster pattern is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The current run-length is finished. The operation enter the next run-length, and point (x 2 ,y 1 ) and point (x 3 , y 1 ) are selected. 2 According to inference 1, all lengths of diagonal runlengths in Region C 2 are more than or equal to 2. The operation of double-point movement in diagonal direction should be executed, if the decision-parameter of current point (x 0 ,y 0 ) satisfies D0. Then, one of three patterns is selected, and shown in Fig. 6 . The iteration calculation and drawing process are described as follows:
D. The Length Calculation of Run-Length in Region C
(1) double-point movement in diagonal direction is executed, and the decision-parameter should be updated as follows Fig. 6(a) . The point (x 1 ,y 1 ) and the point (x 2 , y 2 ) should be selected, and the decision-parameter of point (x 2 , y 2 ) satisfied D  0 this moment. After this, go to (1) . (3) If D<2(x 1 -y 1 )+5, the raster pattern is what illustrated with Fig. 6(b) . it shows that the decisionparameter of the point (x 1 , y 1 ) satisfies D<0, and this diagonal run-length is finished. Sing-point movement is executed in horizontal direction again, and the point ( After this, the process should go to (1).
the raster pattern is what illustrated with

Ⅳ. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
According to the method described above, a fast hybrid algorithm constructed with regions division is described by pseudo code as follows.
D←r 
D←D+2(x-y)+5; y--; } x++; } In the algorithm, the function of Pixel (x, y) is to draw a pixel at point (x, y), the function of Line (x 0 , x, y) is to draw the horizontal segments from point (x 0 , y) to point (x, y).
Ⅴ. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Here we will discuss the efficiency of our algorithm and compare it to that of some typical algorithms. Considering that the actual execution time of a algorithm is influenced by many factors, the basic calculation number of the algorithm is adopted as a evaluation standard. The operation usually included in a algorithm of raster conversion addition, shift, sign test and comparison which are regarded as the same basic operation spending one unit of time. The numbers of coordinate movement and assignment operation have only small differences in proposed algorithms and therefore is not calculated.
Five and six times basic operation will be needed for plotting one pixel along horizontal direction and diagonal direction respectively in the classic Bresenham Algorithm and the Middle-Point Algorithm. While the number of calculation in our algorithm changes on the different regions and needs to be calculated separately.
Referring to section II, the 1/8 circle arc is divided into 4 regions, so we calculate their times in this way.
(1) Region D 1 . This region is only composed of runlengths whose lengths are not less than 4. They can be divided into two categories according to whether they are integer multiple of 4.
Let length of a horizontal run-length be l h . If the length l h of the run-length is integer multiple of 4, when this runlength calculation is finished, 0.75l h +6 times basic operations are consumed. So, basic operation number consumed for plotting one point is 0.75+l h /6 times on average.
If the length l h of the run-length is not integer multiple of 4, the 0.75l h +3(l h MOD 4)+4 times basic operations are consumed after the whole run-length calculation is finished. So, the basic operation numbers consumed for plotting one point is 0.75+(3(l h MOD 4)+4)/l h on average. Here, identifier MOD in formula means modulo operation.
(2) Region D 2 . All lengths of the run-lengths are 3 or 4 in the region. When this run-length calculation is finished, 3 times or 4 times basic operations are consumed respectively. So, the basic operation numbers consumed for plotting one pixel are 2.66 or 3 respectively on average. (4) Region C 2 . The number of calculations consumed is decided by three patterns shown in Fig. 6. To pattern (a) , the basic operations number of double-point movement is 5 and each point consumes 2.5 times basic operations on average. To pattern (b), the basic operations number of double-point movement is 12 and each point consumes 6 times basic operations on average. To pattern (c), the basic operations number of three-point movement is 12 and each point consumes 4 times basic operations on average.
Considering that the division points of adjacent regions are not easy to be determined precisely, there is a little great error in approximate calculation. In this paper, some groups of representative circles are chosen, and basic operation numbers consumed by each group for generating the second 1/8 arc in different algorithms are tracked and are statistically calculated. In Table 1 , the comparison result of calculation numbers between our algorithm and several typical algorithms is shown.
As is shown in Table 1 , the experimental results show that the efficiency of our algorithm has been enhanced about 70% and 50% respectively compared to that of the Middle-Point Algorithm and the double-point algorithm proposed by Liu. If we only think about the basic operation numbers, the efficiency of our algorithm is little higher than that of Yao algorithm. However, the Yao algorithm contains twice multiplications. By contrast, our algorithm only uses simple operations and construction. Besides, consistent strategies are adopted to generate different regions with a little difference of movement account rather than widely different method invoked for different regions as Yao Algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the comparison result of efficiencies among our algorithm, the Middle-Point Algorithm and the algorithm proposed by Liu for generating some typical circles.
The algorithm in this paper can directly output all the horizontal run-lengths whose lengths are more than 2 instead of single point. The time of one I/O operation is generally about three times that of a basic operation. If hardware device supports output with word pattern, the time consumed for outputting a horizontal segment will be the same as that of plotting a single pixel. According to the above discussion, to raster conversion for some 1/8 arcs whose radii satisfy 100  r 500, Table 2 shows the total numbers of calculations after converting output time into number of calculation. It shows that the efficiency has been enhanced 80% and 62% respectively contrast to the Middle-Point Algorithm and the Liu Algorithm.
Ⅵ. CONCLUSION
A fast hybrid algorithm for generating circle arc based on the pattern analysis is proposed in this paper. By dividing 1/8 circle into 4 regions, and applying different strategieses to different regions, the algorithm can treate all kind of pixel pattern effectively, and reduce calculation number substantially. The other major feature of this algorithmn is that decision parameters are employed to implement iteration operation directly, which eliminates the shortage to acculumate errors needed for general run-length algorithms at one time before drawing the last region. Overall, the derivation of the new algorithm and operations are both simple. Its efficiency has been enhanced more than 80% and 60% respectively compared to the classic single-point Table 2 . Three Algorithms Comparisons of Circle100R500 algorithm and general double-point algorithm. It is easy to be implemented by hardware and should be developed for scan conversion of circle in graphics device widely.
